April 2017

Newsletter
A NOTE FROM THE IAM CHAIRPERSON,
Dr Margaret Linehan
Dear Irish Academy of Management Members,
I would like to extend a warm welcome to you to this edition of our newsletter. At this time
of year, our plans are well underway for our 20th annual conference which will be hosted by
Queen’s Management School, Queen’s University Belfast, which is situated in Belfast,
Northern Ireland’s capital city. The conference starts at lunchtime on Wednesday, 30 August,
and concludes at lunchtime on Friday, 1 September. As usual, there will be a doctoral
colloquium on 30 August, and more details are available from the chair of the colloquium,
Professor Nola Hewitt Dundas (nm.hewitt@qub.ac.uk).
The conference theme is ‘Ireland 2017: Facing the business and management challenges of
a post-Brexit world’. The conference will examine how business and management research
can contribute insights to help businesses, managers and policy makers to respond to a postBrexit landscape. In light of the conference theme there is an opportunity for contributions
to reflect more broadly on how business and management research can help respond to
contemporary global challenges, such as Brexit, in a way that links theory to practice. Full
details of the conference are available on www.iamireland.ie or by contacting our conference
co-chairs Dr Geoff Simmons (g.simmons@qub.ac.uk) or Dr Kristel Miller
(Kristel.miller@qub.ac.uk). A number of best conference papers will be presented during the
conference dinner, together with an overall best conference paper and a best doctoral
colloquium paper award. There will also be an opportunity to have these papers published
in a special edition of the Irish Journal of Management.
Our four special interest groups: Teaching & Learning, Strategic Management, Work,
Employment and Organisation, and International Business host various events throughout
the year, and all events are free of charge to Irish Academy of Management members.
Please check our newsletter and website for upcoming events.
Links with our colleagues in the British Academy of Management continue to be
strengthened, and we are pleased to offer a 10% discount for delegates who attend both
the Irish and British conferences this year. The British Academy of Management conference
will take place from 5-7 September in the University of Warwick. More details are available
on www.bam.ac.uk.
As we are coming to the end of this council’s cycle, I would encourage you to consider the
call for nominations in the coming weeks.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the work of my fellow Council members who have given
so freely of their time over the past three years. Special thanks to Dr Geoff Simmons and Dr
Kristel Miller and their colleagues in Queen’s University Belfast who have kindly agreed to
host us in September. I look forward to meeting you in Belfast.
Irish Academy of Management
Email: info@iamireland.ie

Copyright 2017 IAM Ireland

With kind regards,
Dr Margaret Linehan
Chair, Irish Academy of Management

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

Call for nominations to the
2017 to 2020 IAM National Council
We are seeking nominations to the 2017-2020 IAM National Council please.
All members can put forward nominees to Dr Margaret Linehan, the current IAM Chair.
Members can nominate, co-nominate or self-nominate candidates of their choice up to May 8th 2017.
In cases where there are more nominees than council places, an election will be held.
Nominees will be ratified at the current council’s meeting in May 2017
and the new council will be appointed following ratification.
Officer roles will then be elected, through the same nomination process,
by the newly appointed national council.
Please send your nominations and/ or any queries relating to the nomination/ election process
to Margaret Linehan, IAM Council Chair at mlinehan@cit.ie
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20TH ANNUAL IRISH ACADEMY
OF MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE
“Ireland 2017: Facing the business and management challenges of a Post-Brexit World”
Queen’s Management School, Queen’s University Belfast
30th of August - 1st of September 2017

Remarks from the Conference
Co-Chairs, Dr Geoff Simmons
and Dr Kristel Miller

Queen’s University are delighted to be hosting the 20th
annual Irish Academy of Management Conference at Queen’s
Management School which is situated in Riddel Hall,
Stranmillis Road, Belfast. Riddel Hall is a grade 2 red brick
listed building, set in its own attractive landscaped grounds
and featuring many of its original features, and will provide a
unique venue for this year’s conference.

The conference however, is not just focused on Brexit. The
theme encapsulates the need for business and management
scholars to be actively engaged in contemporary systemic
events which have an impact on society as a whole. Plenary
sessions and a wide range of individual papers will explore
how theory and research can help with transformational
change and have an impact in society in the broadest sense.
For example, conference presentations ask how has research
helped improve the competitive position of firms and/or
industrial sectors and how has it helped shape policy
decisions.
We have a packed schedule for this year’s conference
including 5 plenary sessions along with individual paper
presentations. An overview of what to expect is given below;
• Following the launch of the conference on Wednesday
afternoon, August 30th we will begin the conference by
discussing Ireland and the Brexit Challenge: The role of
business schools. This will see various heads of Irish Business
Schools debating how business schools can react and
contribute to the prosperity of a post-Brexit Ireland.
• A drinks reception will be held on the evening of
Wednesday 30th in the Isdell Courtyard in Riddel Hall.

Riddel Hall
The main conference commences at lunch time on the 30th of
August and will end at lunch time on Friday the 1st of
September. There is a doctoral colloquium on the morning of
the 30th of August which precedes the main conference.
2016 has seen major transformation change events all over
the world which has led to uncertainty within national and
international markets. In particular, Brexit poses immediate
challenges to Ireland as a whole. This year’s conference
explores some of these and will examine how business and
management research can contribute insights to help
businesses, universities and policy makers respond to the
challenges and opportunities posed by this new and evolving
political and economic landscape.
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Isdell Courtyard
• On Thursday August 31st, there are two plenary sessions,
one in the morning and one in the afternoon. First, there
will be a panel of interdisciplinary experts discussing
innovation in Irish businesses and how individual nations
can become and remain globally competitive in a
dynamically changing world. In the second session, a local
politician will discuss Northern Ireland’s transition to a

Post- Brexit world, focusing on the need to grow the private
sector and the role of business and management in
achieving this goal.
• The Gala Dinner will be on Thursday evening, August 31st
and will be held in Isdell Courtyard in Riddel Hall. We will
have entertainment from the talented David Meade who is
a researcher and lecturer in International Business and a
well-known mentalist who has had his own TV show.
• Two plenary sessions will run on Friday September 1st. First
we will re-imagine a Post-Brexit Ireland to unravel the
challenges and opportunities it brings. This session will
begin with a presentation delivered by a senior Irish political
party representative, followed by questions and answers.
The final plenary session will reflect on the discussions that
occurred during the conference and a panel of multidisciplinary experts will debate the impact and role that
business research can have on the competitiveness of Irish
and global businesses.
• On Friday afternoon, September 1st, there will be an
optional tour where participants have the opportunity to go
on the Titanic Experience (see: http://titanicbelfast.com/ for
further details).
This year we will have a number of specific track themes.
However we also hope to encourage interdisciplinary debate
throughout the plenary and track sessions. Notification of
acceptance of abstracts will be issued at the end of April. The
deadline for submission of full papers is the 30th June.
Registration is now open and we are very pleased to have
secured a partnership with the British Academy of
Management, where participants attending both conferences
can avail of a 10% discount. More information about the
conference, the doctoral colloquium, registration and hotels
can be found on the IAM website: www.iamireland.ie
It has been over 10 years since IAM conference has been
hosted in the North of Ireland and considering the conference
theme, Belfast is a very fitting location to lead discussions and
explore potential solutions on how our research and business
communities can grow from strength to strength in a post
Brexit world. We look forward to welcoming you all to Belfast!
Best Wishes
Dr Geoff Simmons and Dr Kristel Miller
Co-chairs, 20th Annual Irish Academy of Management
Conference
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The conference will be preceded by a Doctoral Colloquium
which will provide doctoral students from Ireland and internationally the opportunity to meet and exchange ideas and
knowledge.
The half-day doctoral colloquium will provide an opportunity
for PhD students to present and discuss their research and
network with other doctoral students and experienced
academic experts.
There will be roundtable discussions, where participants will
be matched with appropriate academic mentors, a career
advice panel and a session on getting published in top ranked
journals.
We warmly welcome doctoral students who have indicated a
preference to present their research in the main conference to
also register for the doctoral colloquium once registration
opens.
We look forward to welcoming you to Belfast and to the
Business School!

RECENT MANAGEMENT EVENTS

WIT Business School in association with the Irish
Academy of Management recently hosted a
seminar on the topic: Practitioners as knowledge
producers – pathways to advanced scholarship
and learning in organizational contexts
The SIG workshop considered the changing nature of the
business school environment with new demands on faculty
and increased competition from decreased government
financial support for third level education, competition among
existing and new providers of business education, and the
increased focus on quality of education. The workshop also
addressed the debate about the limited impact of research on
the practice of management, especially in the context of calls
from the business community for programmes that might
support organisational innovation and enhance competitiveness.
As requirements for flexibility in programme provision and
delivery have increased, the speaker addressed ways of
achieving greater integration with the professional workplace
with emphasis on partnership and a broader and more
complex understanding of the production of new knowledge.
Discussion was also facilitated on the approaches through
which practicing professionals might better access pathways
to enable them to develop themselves in deeper and more
concentrated areas of management theory, and become
knowledgeable in and contribute to the literature and practice
of management.
The seminar was facilitated by Professor Peter Stokes,
Professor of Leadership and Professional Development in the
Leicester Castle Business School, De Montfort University

Desmond Gibney (in National College of
Ireland) completed a 12 hour non-stop
lecture on accounting and management
topics to raise funds for Our Lady's Hospice
in Harold's Cross, Dublin on January 20th .
The event raised €6,52 to furnish two new
palliative care rooms.
Gina Quinn (president of National College of Ireland),
Tom Fennessy (father of Eoin Fennessy in whose memory
the event was held), Desmond Gibney (lecturer in
accounting in National College of Ireland) and Ann Julian
(campaign and events co-ordinator at Our Lady's Hospice
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Pictured (from left) Professor Margaret Linehan, Chair IAM,
Professor Peter Stokes, De Monfort University and Profesor
Denis Harrington, (WIT).

(Leicester, UK). Peter has taught, researched, published and
reviewed extensively in leading journals in the areas of,
among others: Management Learning and Development,
Human Resource Management, Business Ethics, Management
Philosophy, Organizational Design, Organizational Behaviour,
Critical Management Studies, and Research Methodology.
He has applied his work through national and international
knowledge transfer and consultancy projects across a range of
business sectors encompassing utilities, construction,
publishing, aerospace, diplomatic, emergency services and
local government.

Further details please contact Prof. Denis Harrington,
WIT Business School, dharrington@wit.ie

RECENT MANAGEMENT EVENTS

The British Academy of Management Research Methodology
Special Interest Group’s 12th Annual Workshop on Teaching Research Methods to Business and Management Students
Theme: “Your Research Methodology Class Has HOW MANY Students?!”
The Irish Academy of Management were delighted to
welcome the British Academy of Management (BAM)
Research Methodology Special Interest Group 12th Annual
Workshop to University College Dublin on March 31st. This
was the first time that a BAM SIG event took place in the
Republic. The topic ‘Teaching research methods to business
and management students’ encompassed a wide range of
presentations from experts in the field.
Prof Edel Conway (Dublin City
University) kicked off proceedings with
a tutorial focussing on the ways and
means through which research
methods lecturers can engage students
in contemplating the nuances of apt
methods applied to organisational
Professor Edel
research. Using the concept of
Conway receiving the
speaker's award from
employee commitment to their work,
Professor Nic Beech,
Edel presented the various qualitative
BAM Chair.
and quantitative means through which
students could pursue evidence-based insight into employee
commitment to and in the workplace. Offering advice on how
to help students assess the quality of evidence, Prof Conway
got us thinking about both the why and how of empirical
research when engaging students in research methods. She
also encouraged the integration of theoretical/
methodological frameworks throughout curricula and
suggested that students create visual representations of
hypotheses to ‘bring research to life’. The key take away is the
need for student-centred approaches to provide a good
understanding of why evidence matters.
Prof David Coghlan (Trinity College Dublin) led us into the
world of fostering undergraduate research through insider
enquiry, leveraging student work experience as a research
environment. Contemplating the benefits of immersion where
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the
student-practitioner
engages
enquiry as an insider-researcher, David
walked us through the organisation’s
‘swampy lowlands’ where problems are
confusing, messy and incapable of a
technical solution. In these cases, we as
tutors need to help students track these
Professor David
Coughlan, TCD
lowlands from within, so that they can
see the organisation as it really is, rather
than the sanitised versions often documented in academic
literature. Within the described academic programme,
students are asked to contemplate their organisation’s
‘theory-in-use’, reflecting on their journey from description to
explanation thereby developing a critical eye for pursuing
insider organisational research. Please see ‘youtube’ clips on
insider research by Prof Coghlan for further details.
Supporting these perspectives, Patricia Medcalf of IT Tallaght
drew from her experiences as tutor of an action-learning
programme focused on preparing students for careers in
advertising.
Closing the workshop Prof Mark Saunders spoke about how
to engage large cohorts of 400+ students in research
methods. He spoke to us on how to gain their attention and
to instil in them a love of, and passion for, research methods
in all its wonderful guises. Offering insights from his various
undergraduate and postgraduate teaching experiences in
Britain and throughout the world. Attendees were left with
insights, thoughts, questions and catalysts into how to impart
our knowledge and love of Research Methods in a way that
engages students, even when in large groups.
* Speaker slideshows/ supporting materials are available on the BAM
website (www.bam.ac.uk).

With thanks to Dr Joe McDonagh IT Tallaght and Prof Bill
Roche, UCD Smurfit Business School for their support of this
event.

RECENT MANAGEMENT EVENTS

Beyond Interpretivism? New Encounters
with Technology and Organisation
International Federation for Information
Processing (ifip) 8.2 Working Conference
UCD Michael Smurfit Graduate Business School,
9th -10th December 2016
UCD Michael Smurfit Graduate Business School hosted the
International Federation for Information Processing (ifip) 8.2
Working Conference on 9th and 10th December 2016. The
conference theme was "Beyond Interpretivism? New
Encounters with Technology and Organisation” and the
keynote speakers were the anthropologist Tim Ingold and the
sociologist Karin Knorr-Cetina.
Donncha Kavanagh and
Séamas Kelly were the programme chairs along with Lucas
Introna (Lancaster), Wanda Orlikowski (MIT), and Susan Scott
(LSE), while Allen Higgins and Maura Mulvey were the
organising chairs. 120 delegates attended the conference.
Further details, as well as the conference proceedings,
are available on the conference website:
http://ifip82dublin.weebly.com

DCU hosts inaugural MBA Alumni Conference

Johnson & Johnson Supply Chain Strategy & Deployment and
former Past President of IBEC, discussed the key challenges
facing organisations today, with fascinating insights on the
speed and foreseeable impacts of technology and change.
DCU Lecturer in Economics, Tony Foley focused on Brexit and
its impact for foreign direct investment in Ireland. The bottom
line advised by Tony Foley is don't make the mistake of
applying logic to reading implications of either the Brexit or US
political outcome.
Stephen McNulty, CEO and Co-Founder of AmbiSense
provided an enlightening talk on the trials, tribulations and
personal experiences of the start-up journey. These included
building something customers love remembering your
audience, the role of mentoring and the importance of grit
and perseverance. Jeanne Bolger, VP Venture Investments at
Johnson & Johnson Innovation, closed the day, with the
anatomy of innovation and her tips on innovating for
organisational agility.
Over the course of the conference, there were plenty of
opportunities for DCU Executive MBA’s to reunite with their
old classes and lecturers, and connect with the wider DCU
MBA alumni community. This was the first event of its kind for
the DCU MBA and look forward to strengthening the MBA
network with more events like these in the future.

February 9th 2017
On Thursday February 9th 2017, DCU Careers Service, the
Alumni office and the DCU Business School MBA team hosted
inaugural DCU Executive MBA network conference. This half
day event, exclusively for graduate and current DCU
Executive MBA's, featured key industry speakers and
academic speakers on current topics and debates of interest to
our DCU Executive MBA's, with a particular significance for
what is happening in Ireland and Internationally today, which
impacts on their organisations.
DCU Vice President, Daire Keogh and Professor Theo Lynn,
Associate Dean for Industry Engagement and Innovation at
DCU Business School opened the event, bringing our MBA
alumni up to speed on recent DCU achievements including
the significant AACSB accreditation. Gerry Collins, VP,

For further details on all Special Interest Groups
and upcoming events, please see:
www.iamireland.ie/sigs.html.iamireland.ie/sigs.html
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS, PUBLICATIONS & AWARDS
Research award for UCC Academic
studying carers’ experience

Congratulations to Dr. Carol Kelleher ,
Department of Management and
Marketing and member of the ISS21
Ageing Research Cluster, University
College Cork, who was awarded funding under the Irish
Research Council New Foundations 2016 scheme for the
participatory action research project: Post-Caregiving: Family
Carers’ Experiences of Role and Identity Transition on Cessation
of the Caring Role – Implications for Policy and Practice. The
project, which commenced on 1 December 2016 and is to be
completed by 30 August 2017, involves collaborations between
the department of management and marketing, ISS21 ageing
research cluster, UCC and three community voluntary
organisations - Carers Alliance Ireland, Family Carers Ireland
and West Cork Carers Association. Should you have any queries
in relation to the project, please contact carol.kelleher@ucc.ie
Inaugural T.K. Whitaker Award
The President of Ireland received the Inaugural T.K. Whitaker
Award at the 42nd Business and Finance Awards Ceremony on
Thursday December 15th. The President took the opportunity
to publicly pay tribute to Dr. Whitaker on the occasion of his
hundredth birthday the previous week. The full speech is
available at www.president.ie/en/media-library/speeches/
speech-on-accepting-the-inaugural-tk-whitaker-award
Austerity and Recovery in Ireland Book Launch, UCD
UCD celebrated the recent launch of Austerity and Recovery in
Ireland: Europe’s Poster Child and the Great Recession, published
by Oxford University Press and edited by W.K. Roche, Philip
O’Connell and Andrea Prothero The book was launched at the
UCD Smurfit Graduate School of Business on January 19th by
Prof Patrick Honohan, former Governor of the Central Bank

Picture (from the left) Prof Philip O’Connell, Prof Andrea Prothero and
Prof Bill Roche.
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WIT academic wins New Horizon funding award
Well done to Dr Ray Griffin
Waterford Institute of Technology
(WIT) who has been awarded IRC
New Horizon funding to explore
the experience of unemployment
in the era of big data. As part of the
AIB Centre for Finance and
Business research, Ray has been
researching how we organise
unemployment and the labour
market. The €192k funding will support research capacity
development and mobility; including the Economy + Society
PhD Summer School which the IAM has kindly supported in the
past. See: www.economyandsocietysummerschool.org for
further details
MPhil award for IAM Member
Professor Brian Norton, President of
the Dublin Institute of Technology
(DIT) presenting Kevin Corbett, DIT
Student Services Centre and IAM
member, with
his Master of
Philosophy (MPhil) from the College
of Business, DIT Aungier St. The
Conferring ceremony took place in St
Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin, November
19th 2016.
New publication for cross-country research
team
Research Handbook on Entrepreneurial
Teams Theory and Practice, edited by Cyrine
Ben-Hafaïedh, IÉSEG School of Management
(LEM-CNRS), France and Thomas M.
Cooney, Dublin Institute of Technology,
Ireland
Key report launch on
zero hours contracts
in Ireland
O’Sullivan, M.,
Turner, T.,
McMahon, J. Ryan,
L., Lavelle, J.,
Murphy, C.,
O’Brien, M,
Gunnigle, P. (2015) “A Study on the Prevalence of Zero Hours
Contracts among Irish Employers and their Impact on
Employees”, Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation.
See: https://www.djei.ie/en/Publications/Publication-files/Study-on-thePrevalence-of-Zero-Hours-Contracts.pdf for further details

RECENT JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS BY IAM MEMBERS
McDonnell, A., Collings, D.G., Mellahi, K. and Schuler, R.S.
(2017). ‘Talent management: a systematic review and future
prospects’, European Journal of International Management,
11, pp. 86-128.

Crowley-Henry, M. and Al Ariss, A. (2016). ‘Talent
management of skilled migrants: Propositions and an agenda
for future research’, International Journal of Human Resource
Management, DOI: 10.1080/09585192.2016.1262889,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09585192.2016.1262889
(published online 01 Dec 2016).

McDonnell, A., Boyle, B., Stanton, P., Bartram, T. and Burgess,
J. (2016). ‘Delineating human resource management practice
in domestic and foreign-owned multinational enterprises in
Australia’, Asia Pacific Journal of Human Resources, 54, pp.
165-187.

Crowley-Henry, M., O’ Connor, E. and Al Ariss, A. (2016).
‘Portrayal of skilled migrants in management studies. A review
of the literature and future research agenda’, European
Management Review, DOI: 10.1002/emre.12072 (published
online 12 May 2016).

McDonnell, A., Gunnigle, P., Lavelle, J. and Lamare, R. (2016).
‘Beyond managerial and leadership elites: ‘key group’
identification and differential reward architectures in
multinational companies’, The International Journal of
Human Resource Management, 27, pp. 1299-1318.

Doyle, L., Kelliher, F. and Harrington, D. (2016). 'How multilevels of individual and team learning interact in a public
healthcare organization: a conceptual framework', Action
learning: Research and Practice, 13, pp. 10-22.

Rosenbaum, M.S., Kelleher, C. Friman, M., Kristensson, P. and
Scherer, A. (2017). ‘Re-placing place in marketing: A resourceexchange place perspective’, Journal of Business Research
(Online First - In Press).

Fleming, D., Lynch, P. and Kelliher, F. (2016). 'The process of
evaluating Business to Business relationships facing
dissolution', Industrial Marketing Management, 58, pp. 8393.

Seo, Y., Kelleher, C. and Brodie, R.J. (2017). ‘Broadening
brand engagement within the service-centric perspective: An
intersubjective hermeneutic framework’, Journal of Service
Theory and Practice, 27, pp. 317-335.

Heffernan, M. and Dundon, T. (2016). Cross‐level effects of
high‐performance work systems (HPWS) and employee
well‐being: the mediating effect of organisational justice.
Human Resource Management Journal, 26, pp.211-231.

EARLY RESEARCHER PROFILE
Treasa Kenny
Treasa has recently taken on the role of Academic
Programme Coordinator and Lecturer in Mediation, Conflict
Intervention and Negotiation. She is a graduate of
University of Sheffield and University College Dublin who
worked in organisations and as a self-employed practitioner
for 18 years, in mediation, conflict intervention and
negotiation roles across a variety of sectors. Treasa is a
Practitioner Member of the Mediators’ Institute of Ireland
(MII) and a member of the International Mediation Institute
(IMI). She is also a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of
Personnel Development (CIPD).
Treasa is undertaking a PhD (part-time) mapping the
complex landscape of antecedents, processes and outcomes
to workplace mediation. This was the subject of her Best
Student Paper Award at the 2016 IAM Doctoral Colloquium.
As a practitioner-academic, Treasa has a commitment to
working collaboratively with both academics, practitioners
and participants in mediation, conflict intervention and
negotiation.
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Treasa has contributed articles to the Journal of Mediation
and Applied Conflict Intervention (JMACA) including: in
2014 Developing the Conversation about Workplace
Mediation: and in 2015 Co-creating Positive Working
Environments: a meta mediation perspective. She is also one
of the founding members of the Kennedy Institute
Workplace Mediation Research Group (KIWMRG) I was part
of the research project team that delivered two related
research reports in 2016: Shaping the Agenda 1: Exploring
the Competencies, Skills and Behaviours of Effective
Workplace Mediators, and Shaping the Agenda 2:
Implications for Workplace Mediation Training, Standards
and Practice in Ireland.
Edward M Kennedy Institute
3rd Floor Rye Hall, North Campus
Maynooth University
T + 353 1 708 6635
M+ 353 872335587
E treasa.kenny@nuim.ie
W www.kennedyinstitute.nuim.ie

INVITATION TO SUBMIT
Further Publication Opportunities:
Human Resource Management Journal

The Irish Journal of Management is the leading national
journal for management research in Ireland. The journal,
which is peer reviewed, features in both the Association of
Business School (ABS) and Australian Research Council (ARC)
journal rankings. The editors welcome submissions from
scholars researching in the broad discipline of management.
This includes research papers (conceptual papers, literature
reviews, critiques, quantitative and qualitative studies),
teaching submissions (e.g. case studies, contributions on
pedagogical issues), and book reviews.
Submissions for
Special Issues on topics relevant to the discipline will also be
considered.
If you have a query about the suitability of a paper for the
Irish Journal of Management, please contact the editors at
ijm@ul.ie

Human Resource Management Journal (HRMJ) is a scholarly
journal, published by Wiley-Blackwell, which aims to
promote the theory and practice of HRM, to provide an
international forum for discussion and debate, and to stress
the critical importance of people management to a wide
range of economic, political and social concerns. HRMJ’s
focus lies in providing a critical link between high quality
academic research and the practical implications for business
practice. Over the last decade, HRMJ has broadened its
editorial scope to become more globally orientated and has
strengthened the international character of its Editorial Team
and Board.
Call open for submissions to special issue: New Avenues in
International Careers Research
Guest Editors: Adam Smale, Jon Briscoe, Michael Dickman,
Wolfgang Mayrhofer and Emma Parry Submission deadline:
3 April 2017. Manuscripts can be submitted from March 1.
We would also like to invite authors to submit extended
(1000 word) abstracts for our new Review & Provocation
Section between June 1, 2017 and July 1, 2017 via HRMJ’s
online submission portal (please be sure to select
Review/Provocation as the submission type).
ANTHONY MCDONNELL (PhD, BBS, MCIPD)
Professor of Management
Editor-in-Chief, Human Resource Management Journal
Visit the website at: ttp://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/
10.1111/(ISSN)1748-8583/homepage/provocation_papers.
htm
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

20th Annual Irish Academy of
Management Conference
‘Ireland 2017: Facing the business and management
challenges of a Post-Brexit World’
Queen’s Management School, Queen’s University
Belfast, 30th of Aug - 1st of Sept 2017.

2017 British Academy of
Management Conference
‘Re-connecting management research with the
disciplines; Shaping the research agenda for the social
sciences’
University of Warwick, September 5th - 6th, 2017

Doctoral Colloquium will take place at Queens University
Belfast on August 30.
Full details relating to the 20th Annual IAM Conference
can be found at: www.iamireland.ie

The 2017 BAM Conference is being hosted by the
Universitity of Warwick Newcastle University from
September 5th to 6th ,2017.
This Conference is one of the largest and most prestigious
international events for business and management
scholars. Attracting world class researchers from over 50
countries worldwide, the conference provides a friendly,
supportive environment to receive feedback, share ideas
and find inspiration.
Doctoral symposium will take place on Monday 4th
September.

19th Conference of the European
Association for Education and Research
in Commercial Distribution

Full details relating to the BAM Conference can be found
at: https://www.bam.ac.uk/

The School of Retail & Services Management, at the Dublin
Institute of Technology's, College of Business, will be
hosting the 19th Conference of the European Association
for Education and Research in Commercial Distribution
from the 4th to the 6th of July, 2017.

77th Annual Meeting of
the Academy of Management

Full details relating to the EAERCD Conference can be
found at http://www.eaercd2017.com/

‘At the Interface’
Atlanta, Georgia, August 4-7 2017
The 77th Annual Meeting of the Academy of
Management will be held August 4th-7th 2017, in
Atlanta, Georgia.
Visit http://aom.org/ for more details
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Items for inclusion in IAM newsletter
Our newsletter is emailed on a bi-annual basis and aims to keep you, our members, updated on current activities and future planned
events. We work in close collaboration with EURAM so that we may include updates and news on items from our European Academy.
If you have news items that are of interest to our members, please send them to fkelliher@wit.ie.

IAM Council
The following are the current Officers:
Chair

Dr. Margaret Linehan, Cork Institute of Technology

Vice-Chair

Dr Felicity Kelliher, Waterford Institute of Technology

Treasurer

Dr. Margaret Heffernan, Dublin City University

Secretary

Dr. Teresa O’Hara, Athlone Institute of Technology

Membership Officer

Dr. Alan Collins, University College Cork

The other members of the council are:
Council Member
Dr Vivienne Byers
Prof Edel Conway
Dr Christine Cross
Prof James Cunningham
Prof Robert Galavan
Prof Paddy Gunnigle
Dr Brian Harney
Prof Denis Harrington
Prof Graham Heaslip

Institution
DIT
DCU
UL
NUI Galway
Maynooth University
UL
DCU
WIT
GMIT

Council Member
Prof Jimmy Hill
Dr Alma McCarthy
Dr Colm McLauglin
Dr Michelle O’Sullivan
Prof Bill Roche
Prof Pamela Sharkey-Scott
Dr Geoff Simmons
Dr Simon Stephens

Institution
NCI
NUI Galway
UCD
UL
UCD
Maynooth University
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Useful Links
European Academy of Management - www.euram-online.org
Academy of Management (AoM) - www.aomonline.org
Australian and New Zealand Academy of Management (ANZAM) - www.anzam.uts.edu.au
British Academy of Management (BAM) - www.bam.ac.uk
Central and East European Management Development Association (CEEMAN) - www.ceeman.org
Italian Academy of Management (AIDEA) - http://www.accademiaaidea.it/

